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Abstract - Face recognition is an uncontrollable surveillance system but faces complex issues regarding minimal resolution, 

expression modification, and motion blur. Nowadays, researchers find more interest in face recognition analysis on pattern 

recognition and computer vision models. Several advancements in deep learning approaches for face recognition displayed a 

better efficacy rate in standard datasets. However, real-time face recognition approaches are applied and offer a poor efficacy 

rate. This modification leads to more changes in the testing and training set. Among these changes, misalignment of the face 

over testing and training effectively degrades the face recognition rate. Hence, resolving the abovementioned complications in 

the classical face recognition and verification technique is essential. Thus, a brand new face recognition and verification 

approach is developed based on optimal features and other approaches. Initially, images associated with face recognition are 

attained from the standard dataset and offered to pre-processing phase using median filtering. Then, the pre-processed images 

are fed to the feature extraction phase, the spatial features are acquired by Local Binary Pattern (LBP), and the spectral 

features are attained by 3 Discrete Wavelet Transform (3-DWT) levels. Later, the attained features are concatenated and 

utilized to obtain the optimal features by the Adaptive Crossover and Stallions Percentage-based Wild Horse Optimization 

(ACSP-WHO). Further, the attained optimal features are fed as the input to Ensemble Learning Network (ELNet)-based face 

recognition and verification phase, where the ensemble technique having Support Vector Machine (SVM), Deep Neural 

Networks (DNN), and Adaboost are utilized, and also the ACSP-WHO tunes their parameters to attain the practical face 

recognized and verified outcome in the developed model. Finally, the suggested face recognition and verification framework 

secured an effective efficacy rate than the traditional approaches in different experimental observations. 

Keywords - Adaboost, Adaptive crossover, Stallions Percentage-based Wild Horse Optimization, Deep Neural Networks, 

Ensemble Learning Network, Face recognition and verification, Local Binary Pattern, Median filtering, Support Vector 

Machine, 3-level Discrete Wavelet Transform. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, face recognition has been widely utilized to 

perform effective face identification in security analysis, 

personal identification, financial activities, and so on [10]. 

Face recognition utilizes three applications: face 

authentication, identification, and verification. Here, face 

recognition is utilized to detect a particular person in a 

dataset from more individuals [11]. Later, face verification is 

utilized to identify the correct person from two face images 

for resolving the different issues [12]. Further, face 

authentication is an issue verifying the face in facial 

authentication-based payment, phones, and wallets [13]. The 

face verification model recently gained more attention from 

commerce, transportation, and public safety professionals. In 

classical analysis, the acquired facial features, illuminations, 

expressions, and posture are essential for adequate face 

verification [14]. More analysis is performed for adequate 

face verification with many classes. In the unconstrained 

wild environment, face verifications performed by humans 

create more complications and are presented in the Labeled 

Faces in the Wild dataset [15]. The face image pairing 

performed for similar individuals presented in the database 

has multiple illuminations, expressions, and postures [16]. In 

this phase, the age difference among the individuals is slight, 

but the age difference in image pairs of various people is 

higher [17].           

Moreover, the age factor generates more complications 

in the effectiveness of face verification. Also, ageing is 

termed a continuous natural and complicated process, which 
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creates more changes in the human face regarding skin 

colour, wrinkles, and shape [18, 19]. In more practical 

applications, cross-age verification is determined as a unique 

application, and they are widely utilized in ID cards that are 

valid for nearly 20 years [20]. Thus, researchers decided to 

design an approach without considering the facial features 

but aimed to consider the difference in features based on age 

factor for a practical verification task [21].  

This complexity issue falls in different aspects, such as 

the contrast in face pairs being varied in different ages. It 

contrasts in the same age being equal even if two face images 

are associated with various people [22]. Moreover, finally, 

the contrast in the face pair of huge age spans is more 

excessive than the minimal age span. So, designing an 

efficient cross-age-based face verification approach is a 

highly complicated issue [23].  

The deep learning approach gained more interest in face 

verification and identification. Moreover, the deep learning 

approaches are classified into two classes: deep neural work-

based models for acquiring discriminative and non-linear 

features [24]. Facial representation by employing DCNN is 

selected to perform effective face recognition. Here, DCNN 

effectively maps face image features with a normalization 

procedure [25].  

Later, some of the multi-class classifiers are separated as 

multiple identities in the training set with a softmax 

classifier, and others learn the features with embedding 

models [26]. Followed by these existing works, a novel face 

recognition and verification framework is developed with 

machine learning and deep learning approaches [27, 28].  

Multiple contributions to the recommended face 

recognition and verification framework are explained as 

follows.  

• To design a novel face recognition and verification 
model with deep learning approaches to obtain effective 
face recognition and verification rate in real-world 
applications for executing automatic identification.  

• To select essential features optimally using the 
developed ACSP-WHO for enhancing the efficacy rate 
in the recommended face recognition and verification 
framework.  

• To implement a new ensemble-based face recognition 
and verification technique called ELNet to resolve the 
face identification complexities along with parameter 
optimization in SVM, DNN, and Adaboost with the 
recommended ACSP-WHO to maximize the accuracy of 
face recognition and verification.  

• To initiate a novel heuristic framework called ACSP-
WHO to optimize the degree and maximum iteration 
count in SVM, learning rate, and count of hidden 
neurons in DNN and estimator in Adaboost to 

effectively improve the efficacy rate of face recognition 
and verification.  

• To validate the efficacy of the suggested face 

recognition and verification framework and different 

analysis over multiple verification models and 

algorithms.  

The following stages of the recommended face 

recognition and verification framework are detailed. Existing 

research on face recognition and verification model is listed 

in Stage 2. The developed ensemble learning-based face 

recognition and verification technique with heuristic 

approaches is explained in Stage 3.  

The concatenation of optimal features in the developed 

framework is analyzed in Stage 4. Structural views of the 

developed ensemble framework are presented in Stage 5. 

Various observations and their outcomes are explained in 

Stage 6, and the conclusion part is available in Stage 7.  

2. Literature Survey 
2.1. Related Works 

In 2022, Deng et al. [1] suggested an Additive Angular 

Margin Loss (ArcFace) framework to attain crystal clear 

geographical interpretation and improve the discriminative 

power. The suggested ArcFace allowed more label noise; 

thus, sub-centerArcFacewas developed with K sub-centres. 

The sub-centerArcFace allowed the higher sub-classes to 

hold more clean face samples and the non-dominant class to 

utilize the noisy faces. The efficacies of the suggested model 

were improved by a self-propelled isolation model to clean 

the raw images in real-time noise. The recommended 

approach effectively provided the identity-preserved face 

image as the outcome with an improved discriminative 

feature than the traditional techniques.      

In 2012, Zafeiriouet al. [2] developed a highly robust 

technique based on a discriminant kernel approach for 

adequate face verification and identification. Initially, Eigen 

observation was performed inside the scatter matrix directly 

presented in the search space. Moreover, the Eigen analysis 

offered Eigen spectrum in the range space based on their 

respective vector and null space. Kernel Discriminant 

Analysis (KDA) was fused in the developed model with the 

Eigen Spectrum Regularization model (ER-KDA). At last, 

the developed ER-KDA model was fused with a robust non-

linear kernel for effective face identification and verification. 

The initiated framework was weighted with the prevalent 

approaches and secured a better efficacy rate than the 

classical models. In 2015, Krishnan and Naveen [3] initiated 

a facial verification and recognition framework with RGB-D 

data attained from the standard dataset named FRAV3D and 

Kinect. The FRAV3D dataset contained 106 subjects of men 

and women. Likewise, the Kinect dataset holds 17 images 

per 31 individuals. The developed models effectively 

validated the dataset with descriptor-based entropy. Some 
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essential features were attained from a 2D face that was 

utilized as the input for the tree bagger classifier for attaining 

an efficient identity.     

In 2023, authors [4, 5] recommended a face recognition 

model related to traits and features presented in the face due 

to the system being categorized as a biometric system. At 

first, improvements in the image were performed in the pre-

processing phase, and then segmentation and reconstruction 

of the image were performed.  

Next, the essential facial features were acquired and 

offered to perform better detection in face identification 

using wavelet transform and fractal model. Moreover, the 

LSTM structure was enhanced for training and testing in the 

developed framework. Finally, the suggested framework 

secured a better efficacy rate than the existing models.  

In 2022, Asha et al. [6] introduced a more practical face 

recognition framework with a genetic approach to attain a 

reasonable search rate. The suggested models were classified 

into two phases: face pattern matching and face feature 

extraction. Here, the haralick features were attained from the 

face database with the PCA technique for efficient face 

recognition. Then, a swarm-based artificial firefly model was 

utilized to attain good search and match in the facial features. 

The recommended model secured a higher performance rate 

in the experimental observation than other techniques.     

In 2020, Ni et al. [7] suggested a Multi-task related Deep 

Measure Learning model with a Boundary Discriminative 

Learning approach (MDML-BDL). It accurately analyzed the 

distance measures by investigating the discriminative data 

over the interclass neighbourhood samples like distance.  

Moreover, the MDML-BDI effectively learned the non-

linear transformation of non-linear data by fusing the metric 

learning in the multi-task deep neural network. Then, the 

other independent layers learned the transformation of a 

single particular task layer. Validation results showcased that 

the suggested technique secured a better efficacy rate than 

the classical observation throughout the analysis concerning 

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and 

accuracy.       

In 2019, Ameuret al. [8] recommended an effectual 

feature retrieval scheme based on Gabor-based local 

binarized image features. Furthermore, a novel deep-

structured architecture was utilized to acquire the essential 

features from the data processing component.  

The technique was utilized for learning the multistage 

filter bank. Then, block histograms and binary hashing 

schemes were applied for pooling and indexing for efficient 

facial verification in the wild surrounding. At last, 

classification was executed with SVM and distance cosine 

and secured an effective efficacy rate than other techniques.       

In 2020, Liu et al. [9] proposed a new model based on 

the unconstraint surveillance task in face recognition. 

Initially, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)-based 

approach was utilized to attain the highly robust feature from 

the raw surveillance frames, effectively improving 

recognition accuracy and minimizing the validation cost in 

face matching. Then, enhanced center loss functions were 

fused with unlabeled surveillance faces to accurately classify 

the identities in the developed framework. In the 

recommended model, the discriminative rate was improved 

efficiently and verified with two standard datasets.      

2.2. Problem Statement 

Face recognition is a complicated issue when face 

images are not aligned accurately. Because the face images 

are attained from different angles, they are not accurately 

cropped by automatic approach or humans. Several 

complications presented in the classical face recognition and 

verification models are displayed in Table 1.  

ArcFace [1] effectively enhances the discriminative 

power and the generative power. Moreover, it needs to 

enhance the privacy rate. KDA [2] has a better robustness 

rate, is easy to implement, and is faster. However, it always 

needs average distribution assumptions to predict the 

essential features. Random forest [3] has a high-reliability 

rate and offers a better outcome rate in utilizing a small 

dataset. However, it needs a considerable training dataset per 

subject and does not support a large dataset. MPM-LSTM [4] 

effectively analyzes imperfect facial data and processes the 

data faster and more accurately.  

However, it did not utilize small data for the analysis 

and faced vanishing gradient issues. PCA [6] effectively 

minimizes the issues related to overfitting, enhances the 

visualization rate, and neglects the correlated features. Still, 

it needs to resolve the information loss issues during 

analysis, and also it is complex to analyze due to the 

presence of a covariance matrix. MDML-BDI [7] attains a 

better efficacy rate in terms of accuracy and ROC curve. 

However, it suffers a lot when large datasets are offered.  

WPCA [8] has a minimal time consumption rate, offers 

an effective accuracy rate, and effectively minimizes the 

noise in the data. Still, it has a minimal interpretability rate 

and needs to resolve the sensitivity issue. PA-GAN [9] 

effectively reduces the computational cost, enhances the 

accuracy rate, and accurately classifies the identities. 

However, it is unstable and complicated to train effectively, 

requiring more time for practical analysis. Different 

complexities presented in the existing approaches are 

required to resolve; thus, novel face recognition and 

verification models with multiple approaches are developed.   
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Table 1. Features and challenges of existing face recognition and verification framework with different techniques 

Author [Citation] Techniques Advancements Complexities 

Deng et al. [1] ArcFace 
• It effectively enhances the 

discriminative power and the 

generative power. 

• It needs to enhance the privacy rate. 

Zafeiriouet al. [2] KDA 

• It has a better robustness rate. 

• It is easy to implement, and they are 

faster. 

• It always needs standard distribution 

assumptions to predict the essential 

features. 

Krishnan and 

Naveen [3] 

Random 

forest 

• It has a high-reliability rate. 

• It offers a better outcome rate in the 

utilization of a small dataset. 

• It needs a considerable training 

dataset per subject and does not 

support a large dataset. 

Mahmood and 

Kurnaz [4] 

MPM-

LSTM 

• It effectively analyzes imperfect facial 

data. 

• It processes the data faster and more 

accurately. 

• It did not utilize small data for the 

analysis. 

• It faces a vanishing gradient issue. 

Asha et al. [6] PCA 

• It effectively minimizes the overfitting 

issue and also enhances the 

visualization rate. 

• It neglects the correlated features. 

• It needs to resolve the information 

loss issues during analysis. 

• It is complex to analyze due to the 

presence of a covariance matrix. 

Ni et al. [7] 
MDML-

BDI 
• It attains a better efficacy rate in terms 

of accuracy and ROC curve. 

• It suffers a lot when large datasets are 

offered. 

Ameuret al. [8] WPCA 

• It has a minimal time consumption rate 

and an effective accuracy rate. 

• It effectively minimizes the noise 

presented in the data. 

• It has a minimal interpretability rate 

and needs to resolve the sensitivity 

issue. 

Liu et al. [9] PA-GAN 

• It effectively reduces the computational 

cost and also enhances the rate of 

accuracy. 

• It accurately classifies the identities. 

• It is unstable and complicated to train 

effectively. 

• It needs more time for the analysis. 

 

3. Integration of Ensemble Learning-Based 

Face Recognition and Verification Framework 

with Enhanced  Heuristic Mechanism 
3.1. Developed Ensemble-Based Face Recognition and 

Verification Model 

The need for highly reliable personal identification in 

computer-based access control increased the researcher's 

interest in developing biometrics for replacing ID cards and 

passwords, as passwords and ID cards are breached and 

easily attacked by unauthorized users. Biometrics utilizes 

human features like a dynamic signature, fingerprint, iris, 

face, speech, and retinato to verify individuals' identities. The 

data associated with biometrics are kept safe, and they cannot 

steal or share easily. The face identification model offered 

more benefits to the user by verifying the personal identity in 

a non-intrusive and passive system. Most of the existing face 

recognition and identification system utilizes face 

identification, face detection, and face authentication.  

In the verification process, the system previously knows 

the user's identity and verifies whether the user is an attacker. 

However, in face recognition, the user's identity is not known 

previously, and the system needs to decide by analyzing the 

existing images. Most of the researchers utilized a machine-

learning approach for effective verification outcomes. 

However, these face verification approaches are widely 

suffered from occluded images with more obstacles, scarf, 

and maskson the face. Thus, to resolve the complications 

presented in the face recognition and verification approach, a 

novel face verification approach is developed with ensemble 

learning models, and it is presented in Fig. 1.  

A brand new face recognition and verification 

framework is developed based on ensemble approaches to 

attain effective face recognition and face recognition rates 

among individuals. At first, essential data employed for the 

observation are gathered from two standard datasets and 

subjected as the input to pre-processing phase. Here, the 

original images are pre-processed by a median filtering 

scheme. Then, the pre-processed images are forwarded to the 

feature extraction region. Here, two different features, spatial 

and spectral features, are acquired, where spatial features are 

attained using LBP, and three levels of DWT acquire the 

spectral features. Further, the attained spatial features from 

LBP and spectral features from 3-DWT are offered to the 

features concatenation phase. Then, the obtained 

concatenated features are utilized to attain the optimal 

features by developing ACSP-WHO. Later, the acquired 
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optimal features are provided as the input to ELNet, 

consisting of different techniques like SVM, DNN, and 

Adaboost.ACSP-WHO tunes its parameters by maximizing 

the accuracy of verification—finally, the face-recognized and 

verified outcomes are attained by averaging the SVM, DNN, 

and Adaboost scores. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 1 Pictorial representation of face recognition and verification framework 

3.2. Experimental Face Image Dataset 

Different images utilized for practical face recognition 

and verification analysis are attained from two standard 

datasets, elaborated below.  

Dataset 1-Yale Dataset: The essential analysis images 

are collected from the link: 

“http://vision.ucsd.edu/content/yale-face-database: Access 

Date: 2023-02-18”. The dataset holds nearly 165 images of 

15 people with facial expressions like sleepy, right-light with 

glasses, sad, without glasses, wink, happy, left-light, 

surprised, centre-light, and normal.  

Dataset 2-CFPW: This dataset holds celebrities' images 

in frontal-profile view format. It has four different profiles 

along with ten frontal images of 500 individuals.  

The data are collected from the link: 

“http://www.cfpw.io/: Access Date: 2023-02-19”. The 

sample images gathered from the dataset are displayed in 

Figure 2.  

The attained face images for the analysis are termedIMa
q 

where, q = 1, 2, 3,….Q and B indicate the pre-processed 

image count. 
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4. Optimal Feature Concatenation for 

Ensemble-based Face Recognition and 

Verification Model 
4.1. Face Image Pre-Processing 

The acquired images𝐼𝑀𝑞
𝑎and utilized as the input to the 

pre-processing image phase. Here, the median filtering 

approach performs effective pre-processing in the original 

image. Median filtering [30] is a non-linear-related filtering 

model that effectually reduces the noise in the original 

images. This median filtering approach mainly focused on 

preserving the edges of the image to reduce the error during 

processing. It is a highly robust filter and performs averaging 

in the adjacent filters. In the developed face recognition and 

verification model, median filtering effectively enhances the 

image quality, and the median value of the image is offered 

in Eq. (1).  

𝑀𝐸𝐷(𝐼𝑀𝑞
𝑎) = {

𝐼𝑀𝑃+1 = 𝐼𝑀𝑢 𝑄 = 2𝑝 + 1
1

2
(𝐼𝑀𝑃+1 + 𝐼𝑀𝑝) 𝑄 = 2𝑝

      (1)   

The median ranks in the image are presented as 𝑢 =
𝐼𝑀𝑝+1and also the 2-D median filtering utilized to validate 

the intensity rate in the image is offered in Eq. (2).  

𝑧𝑢𝑐𝑔,𝑑𝑔 = 𝑀𝐸𝐷
(𝑎𝑑,𝑏𝑑)=𝜗

(𝐼𝑀𝑐𝑔+𝑎𝑑,𝑑𝑔+𝑏𝑑)                         (2) 

 The windows presented in the image are offered, and 

the acquired median filtered images are defined and provided 

as the input to the feature extraction phase. The pre-

processed outcome of dataset 1 and dataset 2 are provided in 

Figure 3. 

Description Sample Image 1 Sample Image 2 Sample Image 3 Sample Image 4 Sample Image 5 

Dataset 1 

     

Dataset 2 

     

Fig. 2 Sample face images from dataset 1 and dataset 2

4.2. Dual Feature Extraction Phase 

In the dual feature extraction phase, the pre-processed 

images𝐼𝑀𝑞
𝑎are utilized as input for LBP and 3-DWT to attain 

the spatial and spectral features accordingly.  

LBP [31]: It utilized the pre-processed images𝐼𝑀𝑞
𝑎as the 

input. LBP is a visual descriptor utilized to perform effective 

computer vision categorization. It is termed as highly 

powerful in classifying the texture features, and also they are 

fused with histogram-based descriptors to enhance the 

efficacy of detection. It effectively validates the binary 

pattern of every pixel in the image. Here, the essential binary 

patterns of the cell are attained by contrasting the intensity of 

the centre pixel in the neighbourhood of circular 

symmetrical. The counts of a neighbour pixel near the centre 

pixel are termed 𝑁𝐶the radius of the symmetrical area, and 

the centre pixel value is offered as𝐺𝐶. The nearby pixels are 

termed as𝐺𝑁 = (𝑁 = 0, . . . , 𝑁𝐶 − 1), where the pixel centre 

𝐶𝑃 is weighted with the nearby pixel one by one, and the 

bitwise binary pattern associated with the centre pixel is 

created based on Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).  

𝐶𝑃 = [𝑆𝑛(𝐺0 − 𝐺𝐶), (𝐺1 − 𝐺𝐶), . . . , (𝐺𝑁𝐶−1 − 𝐺𝐶)]   (3) 

𝑆(𝑁) = {
1,
0,
𝑁 ≥ 0
𝑁 ≤ 0

                                   (4) 

The decimal number of the LBP is validated based on 

Eq. (5), along with corresponding weights.  

𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑁𝐶,𝑆𝑅 = ∑ 𝑆(𝐺𝑁 − 𝐺𝐶)𝑁𝐶−1
𝑁=0 2𝑁              (5) 
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Image 
Description 

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 

Dataset 1 

Original 
Image 

     

Pre-Processed 
Image 

     

Dataset 2 

Original 
Image 

     

Pre-Processed 
Image 

     

Fig. 3 Pre-processed results of dataset 1 and dataset 2 

At last, the histogram occurrences in various binary 

patterns are validated to generate a feature presentation of an 

image. The attained spatial features from LBP are termed 

𝐹𝐸𝑤
𝑙𝑏𝑝

and offered as the optimal feature selection phase 

input.  

3-DWT [32]: It uses pre-processed images𝐼𝑀𝑞
𝑎as the 

input. DWT is a transform approach commonly utilized in 

image processing, watermarking and compression. Here, the 

transformation is performed by a minute wave identified by 

the wavelet with modified frequency ranges and imperfect 

length. The wavelet rearranges the decomposed image into 

three different spatial instructions: diagonal, vertical, and 

horizontal.  

Thus, the wavelet displays the histogram-based 

anisotropic nature with more accuracy. In this case, 3-DWT 

accuracy is maximal at Lower Band (LB) for every degree of 

decay, and it is minimal for other bands like HL, HH, and 

LH. Later, a 2-D modification is performed by utilizing the 

two separations in a 1-D transform.  

Initially, images are separated with the unknown 

measurement with minimal skip and maximal skip 

procedure, where the filtered coefficients of minimal skip are 

placed in the matrix left part, and maximal bypass is filtered 

correctly. Decimation performed in the entire length of the 

transformed image remains identical. The 3-DWT is 

commonly applied in 3-D image compression. In 3-DWT, 

the low-pass filter outcome is again filtered to yield a better 

resolution rate. The acquired spectral features from 3-DWT 

are termed 𝐹𝐸𝑒
3𝑑𝑤𝑡and offered as the optimal feature 

selection phase input.  

4.3. Implemented ACSP-WHO-Based Parameter 

Optimization 

A novel ACSP-WHO is designed and implemented in 

the face recognition and verification framework for tuning 

the parameters like learning rate and hidden neuron count in 

DNN degree and maximum iteration in SVM and estimator 

count in Adaboost to provide better face recognition and 

classification rate.  

WHO [29] is simple, easy to use, has better efficacy than 

the classical models, and offers better outcome rates by 

solving optimization problems. However, it has minimal 

exploration and searchability and quickly falls into local 

optima issues. Thus, to resolve the above-listed 

complications in the WHO, a novel ACSP-WHO technique 

is designed. The random number𝑟 presented in the range 

[0,1]is improvised by the newly designed concept offered in 

Eq. (6).  

𝑟 =
(2√

(𝑃𝐶∗𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟)

𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑝
)+𝑃𝐸

𝐼
       (6) 
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Here, the term PC indicates the crossover percentage, 

𝑃𝐸denote the stallion percentage, Maxiter be the maximum 

iteration count, I be the iteration, and Npop be the number of 

population.  

WHO: Generally, horses are classified into two classes 

non-territorial and territorial. Here, more contrasts are 

obtained between the two bonding categories: social 

character, mating, grazing, dominance, and leadership 

quality. Non-terrestrial horses are the horse group that has 

stable family groups with a stallion and mares. The 

significant phases of the wild horse optimizer are elaborated 

as follows. 

Generate initial population: The initial random 

population of the algorithm is offered as (�⃗�) =
{�⃗�1, �⃗�2, . . . , �⃗�𝑚}, and also, the target function utilized to 

validate the random population is termed as(�⃗⃗�) =
{𝐵1 , 𝐵2, . . . , 𝐵𝑚}.  

At first, the population is divided into different classes. 

If M is determined as the population member and the group 

count is termed as H = [M x PE], where PE representing the 

stallion percentage in the entire population, they are 

determined as the control parameter in the optimization 

model. Here, the leader based on the group count is offered 

as H(Stn) and also, the balance members presented in the 

group are separated equally in the group are given as(M-H). 

In the initial phases, the leaders of the groups are chosen 

randomly; further, they are selected according to fitness 

among the members present in the group.  

Grazing Character: The foals spend more time grazing 

with their group. Here, the grazing character is implemented 

by considering the stallion at the centre of the grazing region 

with other members. The grazing character of the group 

members with more radiuses is equated in Eq. (7).  

�̄�𝑐,𝐻
𝑑 = 2𝐸 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝐹𝐺) × (𝑆𝑡𝑛𝑑 − 𝐴𝑐,𝐻

𝑑 ) + 𝑆𝑡𝑛𝑑        (7) 

The present position of the group member is termed 

as𝐴𝑐,𝐻
𝑑 , the stallion leader position is offered as𝑆𝑡𝑛𝑑, a 

uniform random number presented in the limit of [−2,2] is 

given as 𝐹 and pi is represented as 𝜋 equal to the value 3.14. 

The novel position of group member at the time of grazing is 

termed as�̄�𝑐,𝐻
𝑑 , and the adaptive mechanism is given as 𝐺 , 

and it is equated in Eq. (8).  

𝐺 = 𝑟 𝛩𝐷𝑋 + 𝑟3𝛩(~𝐷𝑋)                                      (8) 

Where 𝐼 = 𝑟1 < 𝐷𝑅;𝐷𝑋 = (𝐼 == 0)in the above 

equation and the vector holds the values of 0 and 1 is termed 

as I. Random numbers with uniform distribution in the limit 

of [0,1] are given as, r and they are updated by the new 

concept offered in Eq. (6) and the random vectors in the 

range of [0,1] is offered as 𝑟1 
and 𝑟3 

in the adaptive 

mechanism.  

The term DX denotes the satisfying condition and 

adaptive parameter offered DR, which starts from the value 

one and is reduced when validation is performed in the 

approach based on Eq. (9). At the final stage of the 

validation, the algorithm reaches 0. 

𝐷𝑅 = 1 − 𝑖𝑡𝑟 × (
1

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑟
)                                     (9) 

Here, the term Matrix indicates the maximal count of 

iteration, and the term itr is the present iteration. 

Mating Character : Here, the foals are separated from 

their group and join other groups to reach puberty and search 

for a better match and mate. The character of leaving and 

mating of the horse is explained in Eq. (10) with a crossover 

operator X. 

𝐴𝐻,𝐽
𝑤 = 𝑋(𝐴𝐻,𝑐

𝑥 , 𝐴𝐻,𝑑
𝑦

)                                       (10) 

Where 𝑐 ≠ 𝑑 ≠ 𝐽, 𝑤 = 𝑥 == 𝑒𝑛𝑑and𝑋 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 are the 

terms presented in the above equation. Here, the horse 

𝑤from the group 𝐼is given as𝐴𝐻,𝐽
𝑤 . The foal position 𝑥 from 

the group𝑐in the departure group is given as𝐴𝐻,𝑐
𝑥 , and also, 

after reaching the puberty age and mated by the horse 𝑦with 

the relived group, is termed as𝐴𝐻,𝑑
𝑦

.   

Group leadership: The group leader should be able to 

lead the group members in a suitable environment, like a 

water hole. One group leader leads the members to the water 

hole, and other groups of foals move forward to the water 

hole.  

Here, both leaders compete for the waterhole, so the 

team with high domination utilizes it, and other group 

members are not allowed to utilize it until they move away. 

In Eq. (11), the dominating characteristics are elaborated.    

𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐 =

{
2𝐸 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝐹𝐺) × (𝐻𝑊 − 𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐) + 𝐻𝑊 𝑖𝑓𝑟3 > 0.5

2𝐸 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝐹𝐺) × (𝐻𝑊 − 𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐) − 𝐻𝑊 𝑖𝑓𝑟3 ≤ 0.5
} (11) 

Here, the leader's next position is termed 𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐for the 

group c, and the position of water hole is offered HW.  

Leader Selection: In this approach, leaders are selected 

randomly, but later, leaders are chosen based on a fitness 

function. If a group member's fitness is better than the leader, 

then the leader's and member's positions are modified based 

on Eq. (12). 
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𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐 = {
𝐴𝐻,𝑐
𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐

𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑦 (𝐴𝐻,𝑐) < 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑦 (𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐)

𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑦 (𝐴𝐻,𝑐) < 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑦 (𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐)
}    (12) 

The present leader position in the group𝑐is given 

as𝑆𝑡𝑛𝐻𝑐in the above equation. The pseudocode of the 

recommended ACSP-WHO is offered in Algorithm 1. The 

flowchart for the recommenced ACSP-WHO is offered in 

Figure 4. 

Algorithm 1: Developed ACSP-WHO  

Initiate the population of horses randomly.  

Initialize the parameters of 𝑃𝐶 = 0.13and 𝑃𝐸 = 0.2 

Validate the horse's fitness.  

Generate foals group and choose stallions. 

Select the good horse as optimum. 

Update𝑟by new concept offered in Eq. (6)  

While (Fulfilling end condition) 

Validate 𝐷𝑅by Eq. (8) 

 For stallions count  

  Validate 𝐺using Eq. (7) 

  For foals in any group  

   If 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 > 𝑃𝐶 

    Upgrade the foal position by Eq. (9) 

   Else  

    Upgrade the foal position by Eq. (10) 

   End If 

  End For  

 If 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 > 0.5 

  Renew the position of the stallion by Eq. (11)  

 Else  

  Renew the position of the stallion by Eq. (12) 

 End If  

End While   

Renew the optimal solution.  

4.4. Optimal Feature Selection with Developed ACSP-

WHO 

In this phase, the optimal features are attained by 

utilizing the developed ACSP-WHO. Here, the LBP-based 

spatial features𝐹𝐸𝑤
𝑙𝑏𝑝

and the 3-DWT-based spectral 

features𝐹𝐸𝑒
3𝑑𝑤𝑡are concatenated to attain an effective face 

recognition and verification rate. Then the concatenated 

features are termed 𝐹𝐸𝑑
𝐶𝐹 = (𝐹𝐸𝑒

𝑙𝑏𝑝
, 𝐹𝐸𝑒

3𝑑𝑤𝑡)and utilized as 

the input for optimal feature selection. Here, the optimal 

features are attained from the concatenated features 𝐹𝐸𝑑
𝐶𝐹and 

obtained in the range of [1,10] the developed ACSP-WHO. 

The attained optimal features are termed 𝐹𝐸𝑣
𝑜𝑝𝑡

and used as 

the input in ELNet for face recognition and classification. 

The structural view of recommended ACSP-WHO-based 

optimal feature selection is offered in Fig. 5.  

5. Architectural Description of Ensemble Deep 

Learning-Based Efficient Face Recognition and 

Verification Framework  
5.1. SVM 

The inspiration of the structural risk minimization model 

initiates SVM [33, 34]. The SVM decision function for 

binary classification is offered in Eq. (13).  

𝑦(𝑙) = (𝑞, 𝜑(𝑙)) + 𝑑               (13) 

Mapping for the sample𝑙is termed as 𝜑(𝑙)from the input 

region to the superior dimensional feature space, and the 

optimal values are termed as𝑞and𝑑, which is utilized to 

resolve the optimization issue.  

ℎ(𝑞, 𝜉) =
1

2
‖𝑞‖2 + 𝐽∑ 𝜉𝑧

𝑀
𝑧=1      (14) 

𝑥𝑧 ((𝑞, 𝜑(𝑙𝑧)) + 𝑖) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑧; ⥂ 𝜉𝑧 ≥ 0                 (15) 

The slack variable is termed as 𝜉𝑧, and the regularisation 

parameter is referred to as 𝜉𝑧 . The minimization issues are 

offered in Eq. (16).  

 

𝑉(𝛼) = −∑ 𝛼𝑧
𝑀
𝑧=1 +

1

2
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑧𝑥𝑝

𝑀
𝑝=1

𝑀
𝑧=1 𝛼𝑧𝛼𝑝𝑂(𝑙𝑧 , 𝑙𝑝)   (16) 

∑ 𝑥𝑧
𝑀
𝑧=1 𝛼𝑧 = 0;∀𝑧: 0 ≤ 𝛼𝑧 ≤ 𝐽             (17) 

Here, the Lagrange multiplier is termed as that related to 

the sample 𝑙𝑧in the above equation. The kernel function 

represents the maps in the input vector with the appropriate 

feature space referred to𝑂( ), and it is offered in Eq. (18).  

𝑂(𝑙𝑧 , 𝑙𝑝) = (𝜑(𝑙𝑧), 𝜑(𝑙𝑝))              (18) 

Using the kernel function, SVM can automatically validate 

the weights, thresholds and centres. 

5.2. DNN 

DNN [35] structure utilizes three essential elements: 

hidden layer, output layer and input layer. They are 

developed with two hidden neurons to learn the essential 

mapping correlation over the output and input data, which 

are considered the initial fitness weight. The node weights 

presented in the hidden layer are improvised on the training 

region.
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Fig. 4 Flowchart of developed ACSP-WHO 
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Fig. 5 Diagrammatic view of developed ACSP-WHO-based optimal feature selection 

Here, training iterations are improved due to the 

presence of a neural network, and their frequencies are fitted 

frequently in the region of labelled training data.  

Moreover, hidden neurons are implemented to enhance 

the verification accuracy rate and speed up the training 

process in DNN. The entire number of nodes presented in the 

hidden layers is validated by Eq. (19).  

𝑇 = √𝑦𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖                               (19) 

The constant value ranges from the limit [1,10] 
as𝑝𝑖nodes count in the output layer is offered 𝑢𝑖, node count 

in the input layer is offered 𝑦𝑖, and the count of nodes in the 

hidden neuron is termed as 𝑇.  

The activation function holds the hidden layer for 

permitting the fitness of a non-linear function. The activation 

function is termed sigmoid and is offered in Eq. (20).    

𝑍 =
1

1+𝑒−𝐹𝐸𝑣
𝑜𝑝𝑡                         (20) 

Here, the optimal features 𝐹𝐸𝑣
𝑜𝑝𝑡

are offered as the input, 

and the function of mapping Rp with the activation network 

in the input data is presented in Eq. (21). 

𝑅𝑝 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝜌𝑙𝐸 + 𝛼𝑙)         (21) 

The biases in the hidden layer are termed as𝛼, and also, 

the weights of the matrix in the output layer are termed as𝜌in 

the equation.  

5.3. Adaboost 

Adaboost [36] is utilized to classify the critical optimal 

features without overfitting issues. Initially, Adaboost is 

distributed uniformly. Then, it utilized the component 

learning approach in the sequence cycle. In the initial cycle𝐴, 

Adaboost offers the training samples Ul for the component 

learn distribution. In this phase, the com ponent teaches 

LBP features 
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effectively trains the classifier𝐻𝑙and also the distribution 𝑈𝑙is 

renewed in every cycle based on the verification outcome in 

the training samples.  

Here, the easy samples are categorized accurately, 

where𝐻𝑙attain the minimal weights, and also, the complex 

samples are misclassified and secured the maximal weights. 

So, the Adaboost always concentrate the samples with 

maximal weights, which is more complex for learning. The 

learning process exists up to𝐵 cycles. At last, Adaboost fuses 

entire component classifiers as a single hypothesis in a linear 

format. Then, the maximal weights are offered to the 

component classifier with minimal training errors.         

5.4. Developed ELNet-based Face Recognition and 

Verification Method 

The main objective in designing ELNet is to offer better 

face recognition and verification rate. SVM has superior 

dimensional space with more efficacy rate and also has more 

storage space. However, they do not apply to large datasets 

and face overlapping issues when the data is offered with 

more noise.  

DNN effectively learn complex features and efficiently 

performs complicated validation task. Still, it needs 

enormous data, and its validation is more expansive. Later, 

Adaboost is utilized as it has minimal overfitting issues, but 

it uses only a superior and high-quality dataset for the 

analysis.  

Thus, a new ensemble approach, ELNetis, was 

developed to attain effectual face recognition and prediction 

rate. Finally, face recognition and verification outcome is 

attained as the classified face reactions from the images by 

verifying the faces and recognizing them through the 

developed ELNet model by averaging SVM, DNN and 

Adaboost scores.  

The parameters in SVM, like degree, are tuned in the 

range of [1,5] and also, the maximal iteration count is 

optimized in the range of[50,100], DNN learning rate is 

tuned in the limit of[0.01,0.99]and the hidden neurons are 

tuned in the limit of [5,255]. 

Finally, the estimator count in Adaboost is tuned in the 

limit of [1,100]by the developed ACSP-WHO to maximize 

accuracy. The fitness function of the developed ELNet-based 

face recognition and verification framework is offered in Eq. 

(22).  

𝐹𝑇 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥
{𝐷𝐸𝑏

𝑠𝑣𝑚,𝑀𝐼𝑙
𝑠𝑣𝑚,𝐻𝑁𝑞

𝑑𝑛𝑛 ,𝐿𝑅𝑖
𝑑𝑛𝑛 ,𝐸𝑆𝑔

𝑎𝑑𝑎}

(𝐴𝐶𝑈𝑌)  (22)  

Here, the SVM degree is indicated as𝐷𝐸𝑏
𝑠𝑣𝑚, maximum 

iteration in SVM is termed as𝑀𝐼𝑙
𝑠𝑣𝑚, hidden neuron count in 

DNN is referred to as𝐻𝑁𝑞
𝑑𝑛𝑛learning rate in DNN is 

presented as 𝐿𝑅𝑖
𝑑𝑛𝑛and the estimators of Adaboost are 

represented as𝐸𝑆𝑔
𝑎𝑑𝑎in the above fitness equation. The 

term𝐴𝐶𝑈𝑌indicates accuracy, the validation of closeness in a 

specific value, and is offered in Eq. (23). 

𝐴𝐶𝑈𝑌 =
(𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑗)

(𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑗+𝑌𝑠+𝑌𝑡)
                                 (23) 

The false negative value is offered as𝑌𝑡the true positive 

is given as𝑌𝑖the false positive is termed as 𝑌𝑠, and the true 

negative is presented as𝑌𝑗. The pictorial presentation of the 

ELNet-based face recognition and verification framework is 

offered in Figure 6.  

6. Results and Discussion  
6.1. Experimental Setup  

A new face recognition and verification framework was 

developed and implemented in Python. Further, different 

analyses were executed in the recommended framework with 

multiple verification models and algorithms. In the 

developed face recognition and verification framework, a 

better efficacy rate was attained by utilizing the population 

count as 10, maximum iteration count as 25 and chromosome 

length as 15. Various approaches contrasted over the 

developed model were Deer Hunting Optimization 

Algorithm (DHOA) [38], Barnacles Mating Optimizer 

(BMO) [40], African Vultures Optimization Algorithm 

(AVOA) [38], and WHO [29] and different verification 

models like CNN [40], SVM [33], DNN [35], Adaboost [36] 

and SVM-DNN-ADB [32, 31].   

6.2. Performance Metrics 

The standard measures employed to validate the efficacy 

of the developed model are elaborated as follows.  

(a) False Discovery Rate (FDR) is formulated in Eq. (24).  

𝐹𝐷𝑅 =
𝑌𝑠

𝑌𝑠+𝑌𝑖
        (24) 

(b) Precision is indicated as𝑝𝑐and formulated in Eq. (25). 

𝑝𝑐 =
𝑌𝑖

𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑠
                                    (25) 

(c) FalseNegative Rate (FNR)is shown in Eq. (26).  

𝐹𝑁𝑅 =
𝑌𝑡

𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑗
                                   (26)  

(d) F1 score is offered in Eq. (27).   

𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2𝑌𝑖

2𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑠+𝑇𝑡
                  (27) 
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Fig. 6 Architectural view of ELNet-based face recognition and verification model
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(e) Negative Predictive Value (NPV) is derived in Eq. (28).  

𝑁𝑃𝑉 =
𝑌𝑗

𝑌𝑡+𝑌𝑗
                                 (28) 

(f) Sensitivity is derived in Eq. (29).   

𝑆𝑒 =
𝑌𝑖

𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑡
                           (29) 

(g) Mathews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) is equated in 

Eq. (30).  

𝑀𝐶𝐶 

=
𝑌𝑖×𝑌𝑗−𝑌𝑠×𝑌𝑗

√(𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑠)(𝑌𝑖+𝑌𝑡)(𝑌𝑗+𝑌𝑠)(𝑌𝑗+𝑌𝑡)

                      

(30) 

(h) Specificity is formulated in Eq. (31).  

𝑆𝑝𝑐 =
𝑌𝑗

𝑌𝑗+𝑌𝑠
                    (31) 

(i) False positive rate (FPR)is given in Eq. (32). 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝑌𝑠

𝑌𝑠+𝑌𝑗
                 (32) 

6.3. Dataset 1-Related Validation on Developed Face 

Verification Model  

Multiple analyses performed in the suggested model 

over different face verification models and algorithms in 

dataset 1 are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 
 

Table 2. Validation of developed face recognition and verification model with classical algorithms in dataset 1 and dataset 2 

Metrics 
DHOA-ELNet 

[38] 

AVOA-ELNet 

[39] 

BMO-ELNet 

[40] 

WHO-ELNet 

[29] 
ACSP-WHO-ELNet 

Dataset 1 

Accuracy 92.32206 93.55634 94.62534 94.97011 96.44557 

Sensitivity 92.24286 93.54286 94.65714 95.01429 96.45714 

Specificity 92.32222 93.55637 94.62528 94.97003 96.44555 

Precision 2.351061 2.826995 3.40905 3.647421 5.157781 

FPR 7.677784 6.44363 5.374721 5.029974 3.554452 

FNR 7.757143 6.457143 5.342857 4.985714 3.542857 

NPV 92.32222 93.55637 94.62528 94.97003 96.44555 

FDR 97.64894 97.173 96.59095 96.35258 94.84222 

F1-Score 4.585254 5.488132 6.581084 7.02516 9.791964 

MCC 0.140497 0.156533 0.174172 0.180904 0.218744 

Dataset 2 

Accuracy 92.31733 93.56 94.60533 94.94933 96.464 

Sensitivity 92.13333 93.46667 94.53333 94.8 96.4 

Specificity 92.32109 93.5619 94.6068 94.95238 96.46531 

Precision 19.6698 22.85621 26.34708 27.7085 35.75668 

FPR 7.678912 6.438095 5.393197 5.047619 3.534694 

FNR 7.866667 6.533333 5.466667 5.2 3.6 

NPV 92.32109 93.5619 94.6068 94.95238 96.46531 

FDR 80.3302 77.14379 73.65292 72.2915 64.24332 

F1-Score 32.41848 36.73042 41.20895 42.88299 52.1645 

MCC 0.405776 0.444608 0.483537 0.497683 0.575629 
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The developed ACSP-WHO-ELNet-based face 

recognition and verification model secured 14.6% better than 

CNN, 13.2% enhanced than SVM, 10.5% improved than 

DNN, 8.04% superior to ADABOOST and 4.44% greater 

than SVM_DNN_ADB in accuracy analysis. 

 

6.4. Dataset 2-Based Validation on Initiated Face 

Verification Model  

Different analyses performed in the recommended face 

recognition and verification framework over multiple 

verification schemes and algorithms are displayed in Fig. 9 

and Fig. 10. F1-Score analysis performed in the suggested 

face recognition and verification model is contracted over 

different existing approaches and attained better efficacy 

rates as 10.4%, 869%, 72%, 48.27% and 19.4% 

correspondingly for CNN, SVN, DNN, ADABOOST, and 

SVM_DNN_ADB.    

6.5. Overall Validation of Suggested Face Recognition and 

Verification Framework   

Analysis of the developed face recognition and 

verification framework over the different algorithms and 

existing verification models are displayed in Table 2 and 

Table 3. Accuracy analysis performed on the suggested face 

recognition and verification technique secured 4.46%, 

3.08%, 1.92% and 1.55% better than the classical approaches 

like DHOA-ELNet, AVOA-ELNet, BMO-ELNet and WHO-

ELNet, correspondingly in dataset 1. 
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Fig. 7 Analysis of the recommended face recognition and verification model over existing verification models in dataset 1 with (a) Accuracy,  

(b) F1-Score, (c) MCC, (d) NPV and (e) Precision 
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Fig.  8 Analysis of the recommended face recognition and verification model over existing algorithms  in dataset 1 with (a) Accuracy, (b) F1-Score,  

(c) MCC, (d) NPV and (e) Precision  
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Fig. 9 Analysis of suggested face recognition and verification model over existing verification models  in dataset 2 with (a) Accuracy, (b) F1-Score,  

(c) MCC, (d) NPV and (e) Precision 
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Fig. 10 Analysis of the suggested face recognition and verification model over existing algorithms in dataset 2 with (a) Accuracy, (b) F1-Score,  

(c) MCC, (d) NPV and (e) Precision 

Table 3. Validation of suggested face recognition and verification model with different verification techniques in dataset 1 and dataset 2 

Metrics 
CNN 

[37] 

SVM 

[33] 
DNN [35] 

ADABOOST 

[36] 

SVM_DNN_ADB 

[32, 31] 
ACSP-WHO-ELNet 

Dataset 1 

Accuracy 91.66131 93.14474 93.78123 94.084 95.926 96.44557 

Sensitivity 91.57143 93.14286 93.65714 94.04286 95.9 96.45714 

Specificity 91.66149 93.14475 93.78148 94.08408 95.92605 96.44555 

Precision 2.153362 2.650687 2.929807 3.087335 4.504885 5.157781 

FPR 8.338506 6.855253 6.218523 5.915918 4.073948 3.554452 

FNR 8.428571 6.857143 6.342857 5.957143 4.1 3.542857 

NPV 91.66149 93.14475 93.78148 94.08408 95.92605 96.44555 

FDR 97.84664 97.34931 97.07019 96.91267 95.49511 94.84222 

F1-Score 4.207776 5.15468 5.681872 5.978404 8.605528 9.791964 

MCC 0.133303 0.150814 0.159685 0.164608 0.203194 0.218744 

Dataset 2 

Accuracy 91.656 93.13333 93.82133 94.09333 95.91467 96.464 

Sensitivity 91.86667 93.2 94 94.13333 96 96.4 

Specificity 91.6517 93.13197 93.81769 94.09252 95.91293 96.46531 

Precision 18.3391 21.68787 23.68156 24.53945 32.40324 35.75668 

FPR 8.348299 6.868027 6.182313 5.907483 4.087075 3.534694 

FNR 8.133333 6.8 6 5.866667 4 3.6 

NPV 91.6517 93.13197 93.81769 94.09252 95.91293 96.46531 

FDR 81.6609 78.31213 76.31844 75.46055 67.59676 64.24332 

F1-Score 30.57466 35.18752 37.83204 38.93025 48.45222 52.1645 

MCC 0.38943 0.431221 0.454776 0.464091 0.545019 0.575629 
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6.6. Statistical Analysis of the Developed Model    

Statistical observation performed on the suggested face 

recognition and verification framework over dataset 1 and 

dataset 2 is displayed in Table 4.  

The best analysis performed on the recommended face 

recognition and verification model secured 1.91% better than 

DHOA-ELNet, 0.58% improved than AVOA-ELNet, 8.86% 

superior to BMO-ELNet, and 1.21% higher thanWHO-

ELNet in dataset 2. 

6.7. Computation Time Analysis on the Developed Model 

Computational time analysis performed on the suggested 

face recognition and verification model in dataset 1 and 

dataset 2 are tabulated in Table 5 and Table 6.  

Time consumption analysis performed on the ACSP-

WHO-ELNet-based face recognition and verification model 

in dataset 1 secured 8.9%, 12.5%, 4.3% and 5.4% higher than 

DHOA-ELNet, AVOA-ELNet, BMO-ELNet and WHO-

ELNet, correspondingly. 

Table 4. Statistical analysis of the developed face recognition and verification model over different algorithms 

Metrics 
DHOA-ELNet 

[38] 
AVOA-ELNet 

[39] 
BMO-ELNet 

[40] 
WHO-ELNet 

[29] 
ACSP-WHO-ELNet 

Dataset 1 

Best 1.004365 1.004811 1.00608 1.004358 1.003891 

Worst 1.182844 1.029913 1.026872 1.113382 1.034115 

Mean 1.017992 1.026435 1.011055 1.012599 1.011568 

Median 1.013335 1.028924 1.00608 1.006361 1.004724 

Standard 

Deviation 
0.034013 0.006565 0.008854 0.023053 0.009439 

Dataset 2 

Best 1.00312 1.001792 1.010154 1.002419 1.001204 

Worst 1.052227 1.047658 1.093006 1.043569 1.026117 

Mean 1.012732 1.013571 1.018296 1.008499 1.008773 

Median 1.00312 1.003545 1.010154 1.002419 1.001204 

Standard 

Deviation 
0.019168 0.01917 0.022616 0.012779 0.009733 

 
Table 5. Computational time analysis on the suggested face recognition and verification model over algorithms   

Metrics 
DHOA-ELNet 

[38] 
AVOA-ELNet  

[39] 
BMO-ELNet 

[40] 
WHO-ELNet 

[29] 
ACSP-WHO-ELNet 

Dataset 1 

Time (sec) 52.4577 59.4466 54.3788 55.2556 51.9887 

Dataset 2 

Time (Sec) 35.3456 38.5782 36.5774 37.7557 33.8585 

 
Table 6. Computational time analysis on the developed face recognition and verification framework over classical face verification models 

Metrics 
CNN 
[37] 

SVM 
[33] 

DNN 
[35] 

ADABOOST 
[36] 

SVM_DNN_ADB 
[32, 31] 

ACSP-WHO-ELNet 

Dataset 1 

Time (sec) 71.5744 74.79 76.5758 68.3468 65.3789 63.5688 

Dataset 2 

Time (sec) 57.9077 62.3577 54.3467 53.7998 51.4367 48.5478 
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7. Conclusion  
A new face recognition and verification framework was 

developed based on deep learning models to offer effectual 

recognition and verification rates in real-world scenarios. 

Essential data for the analysis were collected from the 

benchmark dataset and offered to pre-processing phase. 

Here, median filtering schemes were utilized to pre-process 

the image and subjected it to the feature extraction phase.  

Here, two sets of LBP-based spatial features and 3-

DWT-based spectral features were attained, concatenated, 

and forwarded to the optimal feature selection phase. In this 

phase, optimal features were attained by the developed 

ACSP-WHO and fed as the input to ELNet for practical face 

recognition and verification rate by maximizing the accuracy. 

Accuracy analysis performed on the suggested face 

recognition and verification technique secured 4.46%, 

3.08%, 1.92% and 1.55% better than the classical approaches 

like DHOA-ELNet, AVOA-ELNet, BMO-ELNet and WHO-

ELNet, correspondingly.  

Hence, the initiated face recognition and verification 

framework secured a better face verification rate than the 

traditional approaches.  
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